Art Fun for the Family
Terracotta Warrior Printmaking
What you need:
 Pencil
 Black Sharpie or Marker
 Tape (any type on hand)
 Vegetable Oil
 Blank Paper (8.5 x 11”)
 Container of Water
 Newspaper or Plastic Table Cloth








Styrofoam Container or Plate Cut Flat
Tissue Paper (lighter colour)
Two Colours of Acrylic Paint
Two Brushes (1/4”)
Two Small Containers for Paint Mixing
Paper Towel for Drying Brushes

Drawing
You can draw this Terracotta Warrior but you can also draw any favourite character or made up
one.
1. With a pencil, draw a rectangular box 2.25 x 6”. Split the rectangular box into three. It will
not be a perfect proportion, but it will be an easier guide for you to follow when drawing.
You notice the final drawing has a lot of straight lines.
2. In the top panel, draw a long oval for the head and hat. On the bottom line of top panel,
draw the rounded shoulders that run into the arms. Curve the outer arm line towards the
hip and draw a half circle below the arm line to represent the side profile of a hand. Beside
the arm lines there is a straight line for the body, draw that one past the middle panel.
Draw the other straight line for body and finish with a horizontal line where armour coats
ends.
3. Now go back to top panel and draw headdress. In bottom panel, add some legs with either
straight lines or angled on the inside.
4. The final details to add are the straight horizontal and vertical lines for the chest armour.
Draw some knee armour on the legs and arms if you wish. Draw small circles in each
armour square.

How to Transfer the Drawing onto Your Foam Plate
After you have finished your drawing on paper, cut a piece of tissue paper the size of your flat part
of Styrofoam.
5. Place tissue over your pencil drawing and redraw it with a black marker. Now place the
black marker tissue paper onto the center of your foam flat plate and tape it just a bit to
keep in place.
6. With a blunt pencil retrace the black marker lines lightly. You just need to create a slight
indentation on the foam with the shape of the drawing. Lift the tissue to see if all the areas
are slightly indented on foam.
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Take off tissue and redraw lines on foam to make them a bit deeper and wider. It’s okay to have an
indentation of 2 millimeters wide and deep (wider than the pencil tip). The reason for this is when
you brush the paint on your foam drawing the paint should avoid these indented areas.
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7. To finish up, draw lots of indented freehand lines with your blunt pencil
alongside the figure. This will add texture for the background.
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Printing - First Technique for Single Warrior
Most of us do not have Printmaking Ink on hand. Printmaking ink is special because it
will not dry while working on our art piece. So we will make a version of it with paint
Lines for background on How background lines are
printed
and vegetable oil (any light cooking oil will do). Choose 2 colours – a medium and dark foam
colour will work best. In a container, mix a paint
8
colour with oil. If you are using craft paint, combine 4 drops of light oil for every 1
tablespoons of paint; for acrylic paint combine 6-8 drops of oil for every 1/2
tablespoons of paint. Mix around and see if it’s soft enough to stay wet for at least
5 minutes. Use your 2nd brush to make the 2nd colour. Have your blank paper
ready on a protected flat area. Brush paint onto your foam plate on the figure
only. Brush your 2nd colour onto the area around the figure.
8. Turn foam plate onto center of your blank paper, rub lightly, even the
edges, and lift gently. If there is enough glossy paint on foam plate you may get an
additional print out of it. So press onto a new piece of blank paper. Let dry. Voila
you have a Terra Cotta Warrior ready for battle.
If you want to continue making more prints just wash your foam plate with a little
soap and water and dry. Clean your brushes and dry with a paper towel to take off
excess water. You will have to make up more paint for extra prints.
Second Technique – Make an army of Terra Cotta Warriors
The second technique used was just brushing the oiled paint onto the
figure only and pressing only the figure onto blank paper. Print this
several times and built a pyramid of warriors. Use 3 colours for this
technique as it will be in layers so start from the back to the front. Best to
use light colours in back, mid colours in center layer and dark colours in
front. Let dry. Cut the whole pyramid shape out and place on black paper
to make the art more dynamic.
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